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Introduction
In this work we present a novel approach for image based rendering
(IBR) of complex real scenes that have been recorded with freely
moving hand-operated cameras. The images are automatically calibrated and 3D scene depth maps are computed for each real view.
To render a new virtual view, the depth maps of the nearest real
views are fused in a scalable fashion to obtain a locally consistent
3D model on the fly. This geometrical representation is based on
triangles and can be textured with the images corresponding to the
depth maps using hardware-accelerated techniques.
When using IBR techniques for complex real outdoor scenes,
new views are generated from several hundred or even thousands
of images. For interpolating between images the geometrical structure of the scene has to be taken into account to avoid artefacts.
Standard approaches like Lightfield or Lumigraph suffer from the
missing geometry, others rely on a given model [1]. When using
image sequences of uncalibrated handheld cameras, it is nearly impossible to build a globally consistent 3D model automatically. The
proposed system relies on locally consistent 3D models which are
valid for a particular viewpoint. So for each novel view the local
model will be rebuilt to assure consistency. This process is performed at interactive frame rates.

is placed in the image plane of the virtual camera. The spacing of
this mesh can be scaled to the complexity of the scene. By projecting the samples from all best n camera onto the virtual camera and
comparing the projected points to the mesh vertices, the 3D information from the visible samples is assigned to the coordinates of
the warping surface. For each triangle we store the best real views.
Finally, hardware-accelerated multitexturing from the best views is
used to for rendering. For details see [2].

Scene Modeling
After recording the image sequences of the desired scene with a
handheld camera, the first step is to estimate the camera parameters for each image. To avoid any markers or beacons in the scene
we use advanced structure-from-motion algorithms to obtain the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters combined in a projection
matrix P for each image. After calibration, a multiview stereo approach is used to generate a dense depth map for each image. This
triple of image, projection matrix, and depth map is called a real
view or real camera.
For IBR, depth and color information from several real cameras
has to be processed in real-time. It is not possible to use every
pixel from the depth map, therefore the depth information of each
real camera is prepared in an offline step beforehand. The depth
map is subsampled in a regular grid of typically 200x160 samples
per view. For each sample a median filter removes measurement
outliers and smoothes the depth values. All sample points are then
stored in a LOD pyramid. The corresponding RGB image is stored
as precompressed texture. This preprocessing results in a spaceand time-optimized representation of the scene model and several
hundred to thousends of views can be stored in memory or loaded
on demand in realtime.

Interactive Rendering
To render a novel view with IBR one has to decide which real cameras are used for interpolation. For each camera, several criteria like
field-of-view, distance to the virtual camera and viewing direction
are evaluated and combined into a cost function w.r.t. the rendering
quality. Then the cameras are ranked to maximise rendering quality. Depending on the complexity of the scene, the position, and
field-of-view of the virtual camera, the best n cameras are selected.
The ranked cameras and their associated depth samples are now
used to interpolate novel views. Since the novel view may cover a
field of view that is larger than any real camera view, we have to
fuse views from different cameras into one locally consistent image. For interpolation of the virtual view, a triangular surface mesh
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Figure 1: Parking lot scene. Top: One of the 214 original images
and the corresponding depth map. Bottom: Novel viewpoints rendered from the parking lot scene.

Results
The system has been tested with a large variety of complex indoor
and outdoor scenes. Figure 1 shows some rendering results. The
scalability of our rendering system can be used to trade between
quality and performance. When choosing only a few cameras for
interpolation, selecting a moderate number of samples and using a
coarse grid, the quality is similar to standard lightfield rendering,
with frame rates around 60-100 fps. For the highest quality rendering of complex scenes the warping mesh will be finer and much
more samples per camera will be used to enhance the resolution
warping surface. This leads to non-interactive frame rates which
can be used for off-line rendering. Using on-demand loading of
compressed textures and LOD samples, large scenes consisting of
thousends of images can be handled on recent PC hardware.

Conclusion
We have presented a novel IBR system that is capable to render new
views of very complex real 3D scenes that have been acquired by
simply moving a handheld uncalibrated camera through the scene.
The work extends previous work on the unstructured lumigraph.
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